Instructions for Searching Course Evaluations Results

1. To begin searching, select Course in the top left drop-down list and All in both lists to the right. This will populate all available results.

2. In the Search by drop-down you may choose from Department, Instructor Name, or other items and enter search.

3. Selecting any course in Feedback View Summary will display more details about the evaluations for that course in Feedback View Detail below. Results displayed are from the two most recent academic years. Results are not displayed for the first two terms an instructor has taught, or, for graduate students.

4. Instructor Overall and Course Overall ratings are based on the average of responses to the question “How do you rate this instructor overall?” and “How do you rate this course overall?” The Department Course/Instructor Overall rating is the average course/instructor overall rating of all courses/instructors within the same department.

5. Ratings followed by (i) indicate an instructor-related question. Ratings followed by (c) indicate a course-related question.